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Decorative PVC-u Windows and Doors
Classic styling that brings any property to life.

Smooth contours and stunning features;
this elegant range of doors and windows
complements any shape or size of property.
Combining the traditional look with the latest
technology, its symmetrical design gives a
property perfect balance and harmony.
We take our inspiration from the buildings
and environment around us. So our designs
are flexible, versatile and are created to suit
contemporary styling and period properties
alike. What’s more, all products undergo
rigorous tests to ensure they are of the highest
quality and durability.

You can feel confident that your windows and
doors will stay beautiful for longer, with very
little maintenance.
And, as you’d expect from the UK’s leading
window and door supplier, all our products are
produced to be recyclable.

Inspired designs
created by
Deceuninck
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The 2800 Decorative
Series has a unique,
modern shape with
smooth contours
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Unrivalled all-weather protection
Bring efficency, elegance and style to your home

All kinds of
surrounds for
all kinds of
properties

Protection
from the rogue
elements too.

It’s not just the all-weather properties that make
the 2800 Decorative series an excellent choice.
Our window and door products are certified
to the latest security standards and are
compatible with all standard security hardware.
The series can even incorporate glazing units
up to 40mm thick which brings the added
advantage of greatly increased thermal and
acoustic performance.

The 2800 Decorative series demonstrates every
aspect of the intelligent thinking that has made
these products market leading.
Our use of cutting-edge technology and the latest
materials is constantly expanding. Take our latest
high performance weatherseal as an example,
incorporating:

• Tightly welded corner seals and low sightlines
ensuring a perfect finish
• Tubular construction results in soft closing and
an outstanding weather seal memory
• Weatherseal colours that blend perfectly with
the window and door finishes
• Large contact surface area generating superb
insulation and sound proofing properties
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All kinds of finishes. All kinds of possibilities
Your windows - your style
Because there’s no such thing as a standard
building, the 2800 Decorative series is
supremely flexible.
Choose from casement or tilt and turn windows,
tilt and slide, entrance or French doors.

Wherever the
location, whatever
the style of your
property there’s a
finish to match

Choosing a
woodgrain finish
can give windows
a more a natural
timber look
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Colours to complement
Our collection includes colours that have been specially chosen to complement any property. A choice of finishes is also available including rosewood or golden
oak to give windows a more natural timber look. Then there’s Decoroc surface coating to add inspiration to any exterior with a splash of colour.
Choosing a colour is never easy. However, we have made it easy for you by offering a wide range of colours, created by experts who are guided by simple
but strict criteria.

Traffic White
Dt 0003

Warm White
Dt 6003

Pure White
Dt 1019

Cream
Dt 1096

Cream
Dt 6096

Light Ivory
Dt 6078

Grey Aluminium
Dt 6911

Traffic Grey
Dt 6070

Chartwell Green
Dt 1106

Concrete Grey
Dt 6910

Cement Grey
Dt 6904

Quartz Grey
Dt 6068

Umbra Grey
Dt 6067

Grey
Dt 1004

Blue Grey
Dt 6901

Anthracite Grey
Dt 6072

Black Brown
Dt 1012

Black Brown 2
Dt 6008

Steel Blue
Dt 6079

Steel Blue 2
Dt 1079

Anthracite Grey 2
Dt 1072

Fir Green
Dt 6006

Fir Green 2
Dt 1006

Wine Red
RAL 6076

Dark Red
Dt 1027

Soft Cherry
Dt 1672

Nut Tree
Dt 1154

Rosewood
Dt 1111

Golden Oak
Dt 1110

Cedar Grey
Dt 1143

Rustic Cherry
Dt 1146

Irish Oak
Dt 1145

Antique Oak
Dt 1117
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The Heritage Flush Sash window system
Heritage flush sash looks great in any surrounding; modern townhouse or
country cottage, its subtle charm and elegance transforms the building like no
other.
The Flush Sash is stunning in looks and leads in performance. It’s our most periodic window; it
transforms old and new properties from modern townhouses to country cottages.

It suites with Deceuninck’s existing Heritage system and includes a unique night vent position.
The Heritage Flush sash is outstanding across the board with superb energy performance, security
and durability. It can be fully welded or mechanically jointed for a more traditional appearance, and
is available in 26 colour ways from stock, including matching cills, trims and ancillaries.

Flush external
contours are
considered more
in keeping with
period properties
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Heritage Flush Sash Colours
The Heritage Flush Sash is available in a unique range of foil colours in 18 colourways from stock,
complete with matching ancillaries, trims and accessories.

Woodgrain White
White PVC inside

Cream
White PVC inside

Anthracite Grey
White PVC inside

Chartwell Green
White PVC inside

Rosewood
White PVC inside

Nut Tree
White PVC inside

Irish Oak
White PVC inside

Black Ash
White PVC inside

Golden Oak
White PVC inside

Woodgrain White
Both Sides

Cream
Both Sides

Anthracite Grey
Both Sides

Chartwell Green
Both Sides

Rosewood
Both Sides

Nut Tree
Both Sides

Irish Oak
Both Sides

Black Ash
Both Sides

Golden Oak
Both Sides
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Beautiful homes
start here
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The Heritage Colour Collection
The Heritage Colour Collection is our new range of six premium woodgrain colour foils, available on our full suite of Heritage
2800 windows and doors including the flush sash window system. Each colour has its own matching ancillaries, trims and
accessories so your windows and doors are all perfectly matched.
To Summarise:
• Beautiful White Woodgrain inside as standard
Heritage White

Agate Grey

Ice cream

• Option of English Oak and White Woodgrain
on the outside; or English Oak inside and
outside
• Extremely durable
• 10 year manufacturer’s guarantee for ultimate
peace of mind

Smooth
Anthracite Grey

English Oak

Black Ash

